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i prepared a great script that will definitely provoke the audience's emotions. there are unexpected and

unexpected things in life, but if i can express that somehow, that's why i make films. and above all, i want to bring
happiness. many of my friends are in the same situation, so they love my films, and so they love me. you can

contact the controls of the main switchboard generally are the enterprise's. the switchboard may be used in the
event the building's utilities. it's main usage is any high demand circuits. the switchboard controls the growth of

places and provides electrical and telephone communications. by turning on this device, you should actually have
a direct connection between the electric power equipment running through this switchboard and your main

electrical power grid. a big common switchboard has more input ports than output ports in order to provide a lot of
sources, but with using the input connectors you are able to filter the large amount of current straight into a

smaller stream of current that will then be split around the control system. however, the control system for most
large switchboards are usually installed on the lowermost floor. in any case, there exists some method of

converting the current or another forms of energy to run the light sources, such as the heat from conventional
energy sources, water flow, wind, and even a small engine or some other types of motor. many times, this unit is

only used in the first stage of a building's heating and cooling systems, since it doesn't provide much control
power to other areas of the building once the task is finished.
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israel. youth film fest: north american
premiere of matana mishamayim

(2003) (with english subtitles) a film
by dover. a buy matana mishamayim.

filmed in 1953, this is a film of both
great artistic merit and global import.
about matana mishamayim (2003): "i
knew from the age of 3 that i would

be a filmmaker. as long as i can
remember, it was the way i could
express myself. it was what i do."
though only in her early 20s, miss
leonblum has already had some

success with short films and cameos.
will she now fulfil her destiny and

create a career with her directorial
debut? it's what i love best and it's
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what i feel passionate about. although
i am not defined by a particular

genre, i love to experiment, to find
new and contemporary ways of

expression. i have no problem with
being unconventional. my greatest

ambition is to convey and express the
truth. i am a social activist in my daily
life. i have a platform, and yet, if i did
not have this platform, i'd still make

films. i have a clear vision of who i am
as a person and what i am looking for
in terms of films. the director will give
you the freedom and the courage to
express yourselves. when you read,

write, or have an idea, it's not a
personal responsibility to get it right.

but i do think the director has an
important role. he plays a role in

several things. he has to speak with
the actors and create the
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environment for the director of
photography to work. he might have
to take the audience to the heart of a
film. for example, i think there has to
be a lot of warmth in a film, a lot of

humour, but in the end, a true story.
what i'm trying to say is that i am not

a newcomer, but i have a vast
experience, lots of knowledge and i'm

not doing it by chance. i've been
working in this field for a while.
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